1.Introduction
The combined use of coding and modulation techniques is widely employed in digital communication systems. Indeed, the power efficiency or spectral characteristics of the transmission system can be modified by coding the information on the transmitter side. For example to improve the power efficiency, the redundancy introduced by coding is transmitted by raising the data rate (this is the "classical" error protection approach) or by increasing the size of thc signal alphat?et (this is the "coded modulation" approach introduced by Ungerboeck [I] ). Furthermore, the transmitted signal spectrum can be shaped using tcchniques such as comlativc l e d coding.
h'ith regard of power efficiency improvement, a number of recent studies [2-31 have shown that a 3 to 4 dl3 coding gain in signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be achieved with simple codes. €lowever, it is very difficult to get higher coding gain with single codes, because of the drastic increase in decoder complexity. An alternative solution consists of using a concatenated scheme in which the coding process consists of two or more simple codes. One interesting combination is based on a convolutional inner code and a block outer code. Moreover, the inner decoder may follow maximum likelihood (MI,) principle (Viterbi decoder) and the outer decoder may usc algebraic techniques.
'The outer code performance is strongly influenced by the error characteristics at the output of the inner dccoder. The latter may occasionally choose a sequence which diverges from the correct one and remerges after 1 steps. 'I'his is an "errorevent", containing several consecutive errors. 'l'lie decoder behavior is such that errors occur in bursts separated by fairly long error-free gaps. 'This reflects the presence of a memory effect or equivalently the corrclation of errors at thr decoder output.
From this observation, several questions arise such as : is there a relation bctween the numher of the inner states code and the correlation of error sequences at the output of the corresponding decoder ? Is an interleaver required between the two codes ? What is its optimal depth ? It is possible to take advantage of the presence of this correlation ? Of course, the answer to this last question may influence the code design.
In order to study precisely the combination of inner and outer codes, a very interesting approach consists of modeling the errors at the output of the inner decoder. Indeed, an error model allows to answcr to the above mentioned questions, to estimate t.he outer code performance, and also to regenerate inncr error sequences without actually encoding and decoding the signal. As said previously, the inner code creates a memory effect. It therefore cannot be represented by the Binary Symmetric Channel model (BSC). Classical methods of modeling "channel with memory" can be used. They are often based on Markov model consisting of a finite number of states with defined transition probabilities. 'I'hese prohab from the knowledge of the error distribution. IIowever, computer simulations used to establish this distribution are not very practical and often require an excessive amount of CPU time. 'To overcome this problem, a new method of modeling the errors issued from MI, (Viterbi) decoders has been introduced
. This model is closcly related to the decoder error producing mechanism, and the main advantage of this method is its simplicity and the analytical derivation of its parameters (which uses the code "Generating Function" technique).
The purpose of this article is to apply the modeling method to thc coded 16 PSK and to study the performancc of a concatenated coding scheme involving a convolutional inner code and a block outer codc (Reed-Solomon Codes). The overall redundancy introduced by the codes is 33 '% (Spectral efficiency 2.7 bit/s/Hz), 10 Yn for the outcr code (transmitted at the expense of data rate) and 25 Yn for the rate 3/4 convolutional code (transmitted by increasing the size of the alphabet from 8 to 16).
'This paper is organized as follows : the error modeling method is presented in Section 11, techniques used to evaluate the performance of the outer block code is given in Section 111, and finally numerical results are given and discussed in Section IV. Particular attention is paid to the memory effect o f the inner Viterbi decoder.
1I.Modeline: of errors issued from a Viterbi dccoder a) Descxiptkn of modeling The model described here is a Markov model with two error-free states (good states) and a single error state (bad state). 'I'hese three states correspond to the Viterbi error producing mechanism. As it has been said previously, th-Viterbi algorithm searches the trellis for the path which is "most likely".
The decoder occasionally chooses a wrong path. 'This is defined as an error event, however all the digits corresponding to a wrong path are not necessarily incorrect. Thus, the first state ( S , ) represents the digits belonging to the correct path (of course it IS an error-free state). 'l'he two remaining states are devoted to the error events. 'l'he first (S,) corresponds to the correct digits of the wrong paths (error-free state) and the last (S,) represents the erroneous digits of the wrong paths (error state). 'This model is illustrated by the follouing diagram :
where :
where P represents the corresponding transition probability matrix.
'The main advantage of this model is that, its transition probabilities (P..) can be derivcd analytically, in contrast to classical methods of modeling bursty channels [SI. The analytical derivation of the model parameters is based on the "Generating Function" technique. This function contains in a compact form, all the possibilities of choosing a wrong path instead of a correct one. l'he statistics needed to compute the transition probabilities of the model and the derivation of these statistics are summerized next. b) Analytical derivation of the model parameters 'The computation of the model transition probabilities requires the knowledge of several parameters [4], the error event probability Pe, the bit error probability Pb, the average length of an error event I, the probability that the first digit of an error event is wrong Pf and the average number of couples (ab) (a, b, E (0,l)) during an error event N(ab). All these terms can be easily obtained from the code generating function, with appropriate labelling of the code state diagram. The computation of the fust four parameters (Pe, I%, 1, Pf) is well known [6] and can be done by labelling the state diagram with scalars. nut the derivation of the last parameter N(ab) requires 2x2 matrix labels [4] . After a brief recall of "Generating Function" techniques, the derivation of the modcl parameters is described in the following. Some specific points of this computation will be illustrated by taking as an example a two state coded 16 I'SK c31.
For linear codes, the gencrating function can be obtained as the transfer function of the code state diagram with transition labels having the following form [6] : I,IIDd, when j represents the number of errors created if this transition is selected rather than the correct one and d denotes the distance between the wrong and correct transitions. In general, it is assumed that the all zero path is the correct path. The situation is different for arbitrary trellis codes. Indeed, the distance between an incorrect path and a correct path depends on the correct path. To cope with this case, a generalized generating function [Z] can be used. It enumerates all possible incorrect paths for all possible correct paths. IIowever its complexity grows exponentially as 22" where n is the number of code states. 'To rcduce the method complexity, an interesting approach was proposed in [7] . Although, this technique is not suitable for all codes, it is still useful, since it can be applied to many good codes. Furthermore, its complexity is proportional to 2" rather than 22n.
To obtain the generating function by this method, a new type of labcl I,IlF(Il) is b e d , instead o f l,IiIld. I'(I1) is the socalled "average weight profile" of the transition which generalizes the notion of transition probability Dd. 'l'he reader is referred to [7] to see how the average weight profiles can be computed and when this method can be used. IIere, a two-state coded 16 PSK scheme is taken as an example. Its state diagram is given in Fig. I . For each transition, we give the three bit error symbol, the phase of the modulation vector (16-PSK) and its corresponding label : L,l'l;(D). l l F ( D ) are given in the table of Fig. l . 'The generating function issued from the state diagram is denoted by ?' (L, 1, D) in the following. It is well known [6] that this function is a very efficient method of computing statistics such as the error event probability Pe, the bit error probability Pb and the average length of an error event 1 :
The Error Event probubilitv :
The error event probability (an be Jerivcd from the generating function as :
in the case of additive white Gaussian noise :
where df is the free distance of the code, 1':s is the symbol energy and No the one-sided noise spectral density. where m is the number of information bits per transmitted symbol (m = 3 for coded 16 PSK).
-7he Average Length of error events :
In the same manner I can be expressed as : I,=/= I , I)=Z 7ke Probability thut the first bit of an error even1 is incorrect fl This probability can be computed easily, if the state diagram is labelled with F(D) for all transitions except for those corresponding to the begining of an error event and having an incorrect first digit. The labcl is then IF(1)). Pf from this new generating function can be obtained as :
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The last terms to be computed are the average number of error patterns such as (no), (IO) , (Ol) , ( I I), where "0" represents a correct bit and " I " an incorrect one, cturing an error event.
Average number o f error patterns during an.error event N(ab),
U & { ! U L
This computation can be done using the generating function. Indeed, it is very easy to count the number of specific couples (ab) inside an error symbol and to consider this number as being the exponent of the dummy variable I. The main difficulty lies in the fact that the transition between the previous and the current error symbol has also to be taken into account. 'I'his problem can be solved if the state diagram is labelled with 2x2 matrices instead of scalars.
Let us denote by R the set of all possible error symbols. R can be split into two subsets R, and R,, respectively corresponding to the sets of error symbols ending with a correct bit or an erroneous bit. A 2x2 matrix label can be used to distinguish the cases where the current or previous error symbols belong to L1, or RI. 'The label has the following form : Then the average number of error patterns (ab) is now given by :
To illustrate this new procedure, let us take the example of the 2-state coded 16 PSK scheme (Fig. I) . Each transmitted symbol has three information bits, then the two error subsets are defined by R, = {OOO, 010, 100, 110) and SZ, = (001, 011, 101, 111). Assume that the error pattern under investigation is (ab) = (1 l), that the current error symbol is 11 1 and that the previous one is 101. Since these error symbols belong to R,, the corresponding term in the 2x2 matrix label is MR, a,(I,D). The pattern (11) can be found twice in the current error symbol l l l , and it also occurs in the transition between the two error symbols (101), (1 l l), thus :
The introduction of the matrix labels effectively allows us to count the number of time a specific error pattern occurs during an error event. Ixt us see now, how the Model transition probabilities can be computed with these parameters.
c) Derivation of the model transition probabilities
Transitions emanatinn fiom slate S , 1',2 (resp.PI3) is by the dcfmition of the mudcl states, the error cvent probability knowing that the first digit is an errorfree (resp. crroneous) digit. If I', < < 1 (which means that the generating function technique provides a good estimation of Pe) they are given by : I ' P,, =?(I -PA; P,, = y Pf Pe as: PI, = 1 -P I , -P,, ; P,, is given by: PI, = 1 -7
Transitions emanating from state S , P22 represents the probability during an error event of an error free bit to follow an error free hit. It is the ratio between the average number of error patterns N(0O) and the average number of error-free digits N(O) along a wrong path :
N(0O)
N(00)
Similarly P23 is defined by :
Pe and of course : 1'21 = 1 -P22 -P23.
Transitions emanating from state S,
For this state, the same procedure as for S,, can be chosen. It gives the following equations :
N(11) mPDN(II)
. r e ' -P,? = P( 1 / I) = --
N( 1)
As can be seen, the approach described above allows us to compute analytically the model transition probabilities. An interesting use of this error model is to evaluate the performance of concatenated coded schemes. The purpose of the next section is to describe how this model can be used to estimate the performance of an outer block code.
1II.Performance evaluation of the outcr code
One quantity of interest regarding the error performance of block error correction codes is the bit error rate after decoding (BER). Reliable bounds for DER, for two classes of block codes : binary cyclic codcs (BCII codes) and non-binary cyclic codes (Reed-Solomon Codes) arc given below, and thc influence of interleaving is discussed. a) Binary Cyclic Codes : C (N,K) Let's denote P(m,N), the probability that exactly m errors occur in a codeword of length N. Suppose that the decoder cannot correct more than t errors, and in the worst case, it does not add more than t errors.
The BER will be defined as :
where E ( m ) is the average of the number of errors that occur after decoding. A reliable bound for BER is given by :
To compute P(m,N), from the model, we define f,(m,N), the probability of exactly In transitions into an error state in N steps, given that the initial state was j. Ixt Pi be the jth state probability, then : where and fi(m,N) is determined from the following iteration :
.which can be computed from the following initial conditions :
The transition probability matrix coefficients that we defined earlier are the transition probabilities between bits, so far a non-binary code ; the model has to be extended [SI. The Then the probability between symbol states are defined as :
where Ps (ij) mean that in the error sequence, the states i and j are adjacent, and Psi denotes the iIh state probability in the symbol model.
To compute Ps, and Psij, let's define fk, (i,q) as the probability of i transitions leading to an error state for q steps in the bit model, given that, the initial state is k and the final state is I, then this probability can be computed iteratively as follows :
then PSI and PSI, can be derived as : Interleaving is a way to rearrange the order of a sequence of symbols in a one to one determined manner. This technique is used to combat the effect of burst errors, i.e. to split the error bursts. The distance between two contiguous symbols in original sequence will be n after interleaving and is known as the "interleaving depth". The transition matrix probability (P) of the model (bit model or the extended non-binary model) after interleaving is Q = P". This result come? from the property of a Markovien-process [9]. The optimal interleaving depth is detcrmined, when the transition probabilit from state i to state j becomes independent i.e. all rows of the Matrix Q is the same.
The expression for the RER after interle ving is exactly the same as we saw before except that the tlfansition probability matrix is now Q. 
1V.Performance of concatenated coded-I6 PSK
As was stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study
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is to apply the modeling method to coded 16 I'SK and to investigate the performance of the concatenated scheme in the presence of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The inner code is a 3/4 rate convolutional codc and the corresponding decoder is based on the Viterbi algorithm. The following codes have been considered : one with 2 states which provides moderate coding gain over an uncoded 8-PSK (1 dB at a BER = IO-"), and the other one with 16 states which gives higher gain (3.9 dR, same RER) at the expense of an increased complexity. They are optimal codes for 16 PSK and for each complexity [3].
The modeling method described in section I1 has been applied to these two inner codes. 'The reliability of this technique is illustrated in Fig. 2 which represents the Error Gap Distribution (EGD). The EGD is defined as the probability of having at least j successive error free hits after an crroneous hit : P(V/I). The EGD can be expressed as :
where 1, represent the eigenvalues of the transition probability matrix P, and fJ1) is a function depends on the state proba-'bility, the transition probability matrix and the eigenvectors of the matrix P [IO]. Fig. 2 presents the analytical results (in solid line) for the 2 and 16 state codes, as well as simulation rcsults (dottrd line) which were obtained by actually encoding and decoding a very long pseudo-random sequence. It can be seen that the analytical and simulation results are in vcry good agrcenient. A11 the results are given for a bit error rate (RER) of 3.610-4. It should be noted that the use of the generating function technique and thus modeling technique give accurate results for DER lower than (This is due to the use of the union bound which is not tight for every high DER).
The EGD also reflects the correlation of the error sequence. In the case of a memoryless error-sequence, the EGD is simply given by : P(d/l) = (I -1))' ; where p = DER ' h i s exponential curve is givcn in fig. 2 for a BI'R of 3.610-4. It can be seen that the EGD of the two-state inncr code is not a simple exponential function. This is an indication of a memory effect. For the 16-state inner code, the IiGD behavior is even further from the memorylcss casc. It can br conclued that the error sequence is more cffectively correlatcd at the output of the 16 state decoder than at the output of the 2-state decoder. Of course, this result is consistent with common sense which suggests that the 16-state code has a longer memory than the 2-state code.
The following figures (Pig. 2- Fig. 7 ) rcpresent thc performances of concatenated coding schemes. I'hc inner code is a 2-or 16-state convolutional code. As the error sequence created by Viterbi decoders are correlated, an outer code known to be efficient for bursty errors sequences was chosen, namely a Reed-Solomon (RS) code.
The redundancy nf the outer code was fixed to I O 76. Finally the sequence was interleaved betwccn the two codes. The influcnce of the interleaving dcpth is represented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The RS code is based on a codcword of length 63 (6 bits per symbol) and can correct up to three error symbols. The interleaving works with symhols (thc correlation of error bits in the inside of symbols is conserved). Fig. 3 gives the DER as a function of thc signal to noise ratio (Eb/No) for various interleaving depths, and in the case of 2-state inner code it can be seen that at a BItR of IO-', a gain of 2 dR in noise power can be obtained by interleaving. Moreover, optimal results are obtained with a very simple interleaving of depth 5 symbols. In the case of 16-state inner code (Fig. 4) a higher interleaving depth is required to get op- timal results (at least 40), but the gain in noise power is much higher ( 3 dB). These results show that interleaving is desirable between the two codes, and that the depth depcnds heavily upon the inner codc complexity.
'The influence of the outer code is illuytrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . In each casc the DER at the output of the two inner decoders (2 and 16 state) and the outer decoder as a function of the signal to noise ratio (Bh/No) is given. Fig. 5 (resp.  Fig. 6 ) refers to a RS code of length 63 (resp. 127) which can correct 3 errors (resp. 6 errors) -in both cases, optimal interleaving depth was chosen. In Fig. 7 , the DER, at the output of the RS decoder is rcpresented as a function of the input DER,.
These curves clearly show the advantages of the RS codes. The coding gains (at a RER = IO-") over an uncoded 8-PSK (Fig. 5 4 , provided by the RS (63, 57) code (resp. RS(127, 1 IS) code) are respectively 4.6 dR (resp. 5.7 dB) and 6.7 dB (resp 7.3 d13) for 2-state and 16-state inner codes. Moreover, the influence of thc error sequence correlation at the input of the RS code can be examincd. Indeed, the 16-state inner code produces error sequences with a higher correlation than the 2-state code. This higher cnrrelation allows us to decrease the output BER (Fig 7) by a factor of 3 (resp. IO) with a RS (63,57) code (resp. with RS (127,115) code) for the same input DER. Those results seem to indicate that higher efficiency is obtained by using an inner code which creatcs bursty error sequences and an outer code which is suitable for handling bursty errors.
Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of modeling the errors at the output of a maximum likehood decoder has hecn considered.
'The model presented in closely related to the decoder error producing mechanism. Its main advantage is the analytical derivation of its parameters, based on the code "Generating Function".
The modeling method has been applied to concatenated 16 PSK schemes. The inner codes were rate 314 convolutional codes with 2-or 16-states, and the outer codes were ReedSolomon codes (RS (63, 57) or RS (127, 115) ). Finally symbol interleaving was used between two codes. The use of the model made the study of the influence of the interleaving depth simple, and to determine its optimal dcpth. It also allows the estimation of the global performance of concatenated schemes, and to evaluate the influence of the error sequence correlation i.e. the influence of the inner code. 
